
KNOW IT’S SAFER, SHOW IT’S SAFER

PREPARING BUILDINGS 
FOR BUSINESS AS USUAL 

Complying to social distancing 
regulations is a new challenge 
for business owners and building 
managers as they work to create safer 
and healthier spaces. It’s important 
to understand occupancy levels 
in order to meet social distancing 
guidelines. Deploying technology 
to automate people counting, 
people flow and occupancy level 
reporting can support these goals. 

Adapting your integrated security to 
help manage building occupancy 
levels can provide improved oversight 
and control of critical health, safety 
and security factors and help 
reassure people returning to work.  

Including intelligent video analytics is 
an easy and cost-effective way to help 
you control people in and out of your 
premises and sustain compliance.

HOW OUR INTEGRATED SECURITY SOLUTIONS HELP:

DEPLOY VISUAL WARNINGS 
Use traffic light displays to manage building access.

MANAGE PROPERTY ACCESS 
Create alerts to enable instant local response when building capacity  

is reached.

REDUCE STAFF EXPOSURE 
Automate counting to reduce staff required to man building entrances and 
exits while track and trace functionality helps minimize staff exposure.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY 
Manage people flow across single and multiple entry/exit points 
in a building and allow staff to focus on other priorities. 

REMAIN COMPLIANT 
Set automated daily occupancy level reporting to comply with 
regulations and use trend report insights to optimize operations.

With solutions for every business size and 
budget, we can help you safely reopen for 
business while addressing new challenges.



TAKE ACTION NOW 
Contact your Honeywell sales
representative to discuss your needs
or SCAN the QR Code or complete the
FORM and we’ll contact you shortly.
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SOLVING BUILDING OCCUPANCY 
CHALLENGES

HONEYWELL SOLUTIONS

INDEPENDENT PEOPLE COUNTING SOLUTION
Ideal for small stores with a single entry/exit point 

Staff monitor a simple single door entry/exit solution connected to 
a single screen that counts people in and out of the store.

Solution
HEN04123 Performance Series Embedded NVR with Free HDCS software (4 channel 2TB)
HEN08143 Performance Series Embedded NVR with Free HDCS software (8 channel 4TB)
HEN16163 Performance Series Embedded NVR with Free HDCS software (16 channel 6TB)
H4L2GR1V equIP Series Saturn People Counting Camera

Solution covers the initial outlay costs with two weeks payback and 
helps meet future requirements and compliance demands.

ADVANCED PEOPLE COUNTING DETECTION
Ideal for larger buildings with wide or multiple entry/exit points 

Multi-door entry/exit solution that monitors and controls people flow with traffic 
management, people counting and occupancy level monitoring. Daily resets and trend 
reporting ensures sustainable compliance with changing regulations.

Can be used as a part of NDAA Section 889 compliant systems.
HNMSWVMS - MAXPRO VMS R600   
HNMXE0804T - MAXPRO NVR XE - 8-channel 4TB storage   
HNMXE1608T - MAXPRO NVR XE - 16-channel 8TB storage   
HNMHVAPC - HVA People Counter per camera   
HC30W42R3 - 30 Series IP 1080p Mini Dome Camera 

Solution covers the initial outlay costs with three weeks payback and helps meet future 
requirements and compliance demands covering multiple entrances.

For additional information:

Email: integratedsecurity@honeywell.com 

Visit: security.honeywell.com

CHALLENGES
•  Increases staffing costs 
•  Exposes staff to 

potential illness 
• Stretches scarce resources 

•  Relies on human accuracy 
•  Risks non-compliance 

with regulation
•  Increases potential for theft 

CURRENT SOLUTION
Reporting accurate building occupancy 
levels to comply with regulations often 
requires additional staff to man doors and 
manually count people in and out.

https://pages1.honeywell.com/NA-Covid-19-LP.html

